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INTRODUCTION
The AISA Mission Statement

”AISA is dedicated to transforming student learning by leading and supporting strategic

thinking, professional growth and school effectiveness.”

The concept of School Effectiveness is notably broad in scope and certainly open to a wide range of
interpretation. This handbook has been developed to provide some definition to what is meant by school
effectiveness in AISA schools. In order to maximize student learning and to promote professional growth for staff
in AISA schools, it is essential that the school functions in an effective manner, providing a stable and supportive
environment, and a sound and viable school organization that ensures sustainability in the years ahead –
even through the frequent changes in leadership that tend to characterize AISA schools.
The purpose of this AISA School Effectiveness Framework (SEF) is to establish a common understanding of school
effectiveness in the AISA region and to suggest good practices, structures and resources that
will support learning in AISA schools. A key component of school effectiveness is how a school defines learning
and builds a coherent curriculum aligned with the guiding statements of the school to ensure mission
integrity. When all components of school decision making and procedures connect back to student learning we
build a stronger evidence based learning culture. This handbook should assist you to think about school
effectiveness in your own context by considering how learning is defined, and how this definition is used as a
scaffold to support the different elements of your school.
This SEF handbook focuses on a range of topics including: governance, strategic planning, financial and viability
planning, emergency planning, accreditation and school improvement programs, child protection programmes,
community service, measurement and assessment of school effectiveness, personnel practices, facilities
management, and community engagement. The SEF handbook is intended for school leaders, board members,
administrators and teacher leaders at all levels of international school organizations.
The AISA School Effectiveness Framework serves as a companion to other AISA online resources
including the AISA Code of Governance, the AISA Child Protection Handbook and support materials, the AISA
Service Learning Handbook, AISA’s Blended Learning materials, and the A/OS Emergency Procedures
Handbook. In line with the AISA Strategic Plan, AISA continues to author resources that promote quality
and consistency across our member schools, to ensure they have access to research-based best practice that
is set out in a language and format that practitioners find useful, and to provide access to resources for school
leaders and educators in a convenient and centrally located Knowledge Bank on the AISA website. These AISA
resources not only provide commonality among our schools, but also serve as a benchmark to assess the
ongoing development of our programmes across the region and to identify specific topics
for ongoing, impactful professional development that builds the capacity of individuals and schools across the
entire AISA community.
This handbook also offers experienced leaders in AISA member schools a toolkit to examine the current
status and needs of their school and to consider what additional structures and resources might be used to
further improve school effectiveness. AISA welcomes feedback and suggestions to be incorporated in future
editions of this handbook and any encourages you to send us additional resources to be considered for inclusion
in the Knowledge Bank hosted on the AISA website.
Finally, AISA would like to acknowledge the primary author of this Handbook, Dennis Larkin Ed D. whose
experience and resources, developed over a lifetime in International Education, now find voice in this
publication.
Dr. Peter Bateman
Executive Director
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About AISA
The Association of International Schools in Africa (AISA), established in 1969, is a non-profit education association
supporting the professional learning and school improvement strategies of international schools on the continent of
Africa. Based in Nairobi, Kenya, AISA offers a professional learning programme specifically designed to meet the
unique needs of our diverse member school community. AISA also offers a number of supplementary programmes,
scholarships and facilitates collaboration among member schools to advance school effectiveness and improve
student learning.
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SECTION ONE: GOVERNANCE
Effective governance of international schools is essential to the long-term viability of each
school and to provide a strategic direction for the school community.
In the not for profit realm of international school governance AISA has developed, and
the AISA board has adopted, the AISA Code of Governance for member schools.
Recognizing that a high degree of Board Member turnover and the transience can be
detrimental to best practice governance, the AISA Code of Governance is intended to
provide continuity of purpose and practice for AISA member schools.
For the purpose of this school effectiveness framework, the following aspects of school
governance offer a standard of implementation and development that should be the
norm for all international schools.

See Appendix A to review
the entirety of the AISA
Code of Governance which
can also be downloaded
from the AISA website.

Principles of Best Practice in Board Policy
As in all areas, the governance practice at individual schools must be guided by best
practice research. Board members should study and consider best practice research in
order to adopt for their school a set of principles to be followed at their school. Once
established, these principles should be adopted in the schools Board Policy Manual and
reviewed annually.
Adopting best practice governance principles in policy serves to direct and inform board
and community members as to how the school is governed and to offer transparency and
consistency in regard to all governance matters. Given the high degree of turnover
common to many international schools, the principles adopted by the Board will provide
continuity from one Board to the next.

Governance Roles & Responsibilities
Essential to all effective governance is a clear and shared understanding of the roles of
the Board of Trustees and the roles of the school administration and staff.
Key Board roles include:
•
•
•
•
•

Serve in a policy making function
Responsible for setting the strategic direction of the school
Ensure the sound financial position of the school (viability planning)
Conduct an annual audit of school finances, passing of a balanced budget and
ensuring the school is legally compliant
Hire, support, evaluate and supervise the Head of School

Key school administration and staff roles include:
•
•
•

Implement Board policies
Develop written procedures for Board policy
Conduct all aspects of the work of the school in educating students

Board Recruitment and Training
Board members, in collaboration with the Head of School, develop and implement
annually a transparent process to elect or appoint community members to serve on the
Board. This process should include orientation to the role and responsibilities of being a
7

A common reference
source for Principles of Best
Practice can be found from
the National Association of
Independent School (NAIS)
and also from the
International School
Trustees Handbook
published in collaboration
with NAIS found in
Appendix B.
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Board Member in advance of an individual being elected or appointed to the Board. It is
important for those considering serving on the board to know in advance the Board
adopted best practices (how the board conducts its business) as well as the time
commitment serving as a board member.
The Board should develop and publish to the community on an annual basis a “Board
Profile”. The profile should explain how the Board is constituted, what specific skills,
experiences and dispositions are currently being sought, for example, experience with
construction financing, professional experience with strategic planning, etc., to ensure
the Board and school achieve the existing vision or long-range plan of the school. The
Board Profile should be no more than one page and should be sent to all school families
and presented publicly at a board meeting or other parent forum.
The school should have a well-developed Board training programme in place. This
programme should include annual board training in a retreat or similar format. This
session is usually facilitated by an external facilitator. The annual Board training provides
the opportunity for the Board to review its governance principles, reflect on previous
year’s work and achievements as well as to consider recommendations from previous
year Board Committees. Finally, the Board should use this time to develop the Board and
Committee goals and objectives for the coming year.
As mentioned above, schools should also have in place a Trustees Orientation Programme
that communicates essential information about being a Board member in advance of an
individual deciding they are willing to serve on the Board. This orientation should be
complemented by a formal orientation programme for all new Board members after they
are elected or appointed to the Board and prior to the annual board training programme.
The orientation sessions are usually conducted by two Board members (Chair of Board
and Chair of Trustee Committee) and the Head of School. A typical agenda would be to
provide new members with foundation documents of the school, grant access to
electronic Board website and past minutes of Board and Committee meetings and a
presentation that orients them to the recent initiatives of the Board and any specific
information that will help the new Board Member assume office effectively.

School Foundation Documents
School Foundation documents should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conflict of Interest Statement signed annually
Mission and Vision Statements
Principles of Best Practice (adopted in Board Policy)
Board Policy Manual
Strategic Board Evaluation (research and standards based)
Head of School Evaluation (research and standards based)
Strategic or Long-Range Plan
Strategic Financial Plan
Board Profile (updated annually)
Board Succession Planning Chart
Defined oversight measures: viability factors and program factors
Formative Board Evaluation

•

Code of Conduct signed annually
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Board Committee Structure
In order for the Board to carry out its responsibilities and to accomplish annual goals and
objectives, the Board establishes Committees or task forces to conduct the work of the
Board. Standing Committees are those Committees that are necessary for the essential
work of the Board; Standing Committees have no end point and are in effect each year.
Typically, the standing board committees include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Committee on Trustee
Finance Committee
Advancement Committee
Facilities Committee (often this can be an ad hoc task force)
Strategic Planning or Futures Committee or task force
Executive Committee (optional)

The membership and responsibilities of each standing committee should be defined in
policy and reviewed each year. Committee membership can vary greatly from school to
school but will usually consist of at least two Board Members and often include specific
members of the community who bring professional experience and sought after skill sets
related to the charge of the committee. The Head of School is a member of all Board
Committees and all Board Task Forces.
From time to time, Boards employ an Ad Hoc Task Force to address specific and topical
issues that need research or development and are consistent with the strategic plan of
the school. The Ad Hoc Task Force should be established by vote of the Full Board.
A formal proposal for establishing a task force should define:
•
•
•
•

membership,
written charge the task force is to accomplish,
the specific time frame the task force will be in effect (beginning and projected
ending time)
the outcomes the task force will accomplish.

Membership of the task force is consistent with membership guidelines for standing
committees.

Board Ethics
The Board must demonstrate the highest ethical standards in carrying out their leadership
roles and responsibilities. To this end the Board must develop and adopt in policy written
ethical standards and/or guidelines to which all members of the board will comply.
Typically, Boards develop, review annually and sign annually a Conflict of Interest
Statement and a Code of Conduct Statement. In addition, some Boards may see the need
to develop core value statements or similar document of agreements to guide the Board
it its deliberations and decisions. These statements of the ethics of the Board should be
communicated broadly.

Lincoln Community School
example Conflict of Interest
Statement can be found in
Appendix D.

Board Evaluation
The Board should develop a written, research and standards based evaluation document
that allows the Board to self – evaluate its performance annually. This evaluation
document should be reviewed in the annual retreat of the Board and revised when
needed. It is good practice for Boards to compare their evaluation document and
9
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procedures with other boards and with professional organizations such as National
Association of Independent Schools, BoardSource and Independent School Management
Group (ISM).

Board Policy Manual
The Board Policy Manual defines the roles and responsibilities of the Board and sets broad
guidelines and expectations for the operations of the school.
The policy manual is organized into broad sections that typically cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School Organization and Legal Status,
Board Organization Matters,
Instructional Programme,
Students,
Personnel,
Financial Oversight,
Facilities,
Inter-Organizational Relations,
School Community Relations,
Fund Raising and Alumni Relations.

Appendix F contains the
Table of Contents of the
Board Policy Manual
from Lincoln
Community School,
Ghana

Often schools are willing to share Board policy documents; similarly, organizations such
as Academy of International School Heads (AISH), Association for the Advancement of
International Education (AAIE) and AISA can serve to provide policy development
guidance.
It is important for the Board Policy Manual to contain a clear statement on how board
policy is developed, reviewed and revised to ensure a Board Policy is current, reflects best
practice governance and that board policy explicitly meets the needs of the school in its
particular setting.

Supporting Administrative Procedures
The administration is tasked to develop written procedures to guide implementation of
each Board Policy statement to the degree that each policy statement requires
administrative action. These administrative procedures detail the manner in which Board
policy will be implemented by school personnel in concrete terms including action steps
when appropriate.
Administrative procedures are adopted by the school administration. The administration
should be expected to inform the board of procedures and any changes to procedures.
While in the spirit of good governance and collaboration, the Board may offer suggestion
to procedures, the responsibility for forming and acting on these procedures rests solely
with the Head of School and the school administration.

Operations Manual
In addition to administrative procedures related to Board Policies, the administration
should develop and maintain an Operations Manual. The Operations Manual serves to
detail for all members of the administration at all levels of the organization the processes
and practices of the school to ensure smooth daily operations as well as to ensure sound
and ethical practice by all school employees.
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SECTION TWO: PLANNING
Effective schools excel in the realm of planning for all major aspects of the school’s
programme and services.
The Board has the responsibility to engage the community in broad based strategic or
vision planning that sets the direction of the school; the board also collaborates with the
school administration to develop a financial planning process and document that ensures
the long term financial security of the school. Financial planning is presented in detail in
the next section.
It is important to have a clear purpose and understanding of the type of planning in which
the Board, community and administration engage. Some confusion can occur as different
terms are at times applied to describe the same type of planning. In some cases, the term
“strategic plan” is used to describe a process and plan that articulates the vision of the
school for a specific period of time. However, this “strategic planning” is also used to
describe a plan designed to ensure the long-term future of the school for the next
generation of students. This plan is also called “viability planning”. Similarly, the term
“long range planning” is also used to describe the goals and aims of a school over a specific
period of time; this approach would equate to the “strategic plan” mentioned in the first
example.

Strategic or Long-Range Constituency Based
Planning
There are as many forms of strategic planning as there are consultant firms and agencies
that offer their services to facilitate these processes for schools. Typically, the strategic
planning process engages the Board, administration, faculty, staff, students and
community members in developing a three to five-year vision to guide the school to
achieve specific goals within the given time frame. This process often emerges from
specific needs of the school at a given time, from a change of Head of School, can be
aligned with accreditation activities, or simply occurs at the end point of the existing
strategic or long range plan.
This type of planning is usually facilitated by an external facilitator and would include all
or most of the following:
•

some form of community engagement in advance of the planning (survey, focus
groups or other)
• representational participation by all constituents
• data sets related to the key programmes of the school
• needs assessment or SWOT activity to describe and review factors critical to the
school
• processes that engage participants in reviewing mission statement, envisioning
school of the future, drafting of a vision statement and goals that align with that
statement.
• the plan will ultimately include action plans, measurement and assessment
processes and procedures
Typically, this plan is a lengthy and detailed document of many pages and may include
graphic displays and is often used for marketing of the school.
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Strategic Plan

•
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•
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•

Long range planning

See Appendix H for more on
Planning
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Strategic Financial or Viability Planning
This plan is designed to focus a sharp lens of critical aspects of the school programme in order to ensure the
school is viable and financially sound for future generations of students.
Viability planning considers critical elements including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

financial health of the school and financial planning,
reserve position of the school,
risk and debt ratio,
master facilities planning,
enrolment strength/marketing.

This type of planning is accomplished by the Board and administration and usually results in a two-page document
that provides high level information. The strategic financial or viability plan tracks the school’s viability annually,
historically and makes projections for future development of the school.

Emergency Planning
International Schools face the ever-present challenge of preparedness for a wide range of emergencies that
might occur at any time. There are many sources that provide emergency planning guidelines and sample
planning tools. The Office of Overseas Schools (OOS) is a good resource for emergency planning information. See
appendix I.
The emergency plan can become a long and detailed document; it is good practice to provide a summary of key
emergency responses in a form or flip chart or tabbed document that is hand held and is provided to each staff
member. The school emergency plan should be reviewed by external resource persons with expertise in the area
of emergency preparedness. Often the regional security officers of the US and other embassies are excellent
resource persons for the school.
Emergency plans need to consider and practice a variety of safety measures including:
•
•
•
•
•

fire and evacuation drills,
lock down or active shooter procedures,
communication protocols,
engagement and coordination with local host country safety emergency services
natural disaster contingency planning

Schools also need to include in emergency planning the socio-emotional needs of community members in
response to an emergency scenario such as loss of life, traumatic incident response etc.
Emergency plans must be updated annually and also adjusted in real time as necessary to respond to any
unexpected incident or outbreak of medical incident such as Ebola, H1N1 Flu, etc. In cases where temporary
school closure is warranted, the school should have in place and have practices as part of the on-going
instructional programme, a distance learning programme to support student until the school can resume classes
on site.
The Head of School or designee should be tasked to complete an annual checklist of actions taken according to a
determined calendar of school events to ensure emergency preparedness is given a high priority for all members
of the community. The Head of School should review the emergency plan annually with the Board.
Success in responding to an emergency by successfully implementing emergency protocols is very much
dependent on the degree to which the plans are clear and concise, communicated to all constituents and well
known and routinely practiced at school and in the community. The school must have a schedule of drills and
other practice scenarios to ensure readiness.
12
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Communications plays a huge role in responses taken by community members. There must be multiple and varied
communication tools in place and these tools and communication protocols must be tested on a regular basis.
Typically, the emergency communication system would involve SMS texts, messages on the school website and
other social media tools such as WhatsApp, Facebook and Twitter.

Rules of Thumb
o
o
o
o
o
o

Engage community in strategic or long-range planning
Ensure board commits to strategic or viability plan for internal use
Emphasize the importance of high level data as indicators of viability of
school
Emergency Planning is everyone’s responsibility
Emergency plan annual checklist of actions ensures aggressive
implementation of all area of safety and security
Excellent communication is essential to successful implementation of all
aspects of emergency plan
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SECTION THREE: SECURE FINANCIAL POSITION
Of primary importance to the long-term success of any school is to ensure the
school is in a sound financial position both in the present and well into the future.
This is of even higher priority in Africa where schools are often located in areas of
the continent that are less stable politically or can be more susceptible to
unexpected challenges from external factors such as disease (Ebola, H1N1, Rif
Valley Fever and others), natural disasters and civil unrest.
For this reason, international schools must take specific and deliberate steps to
implement best practice financial planning in order to define operationally the financial
resources needed to ensure the school can meet unexpected liabilities and to provide the
necessary resources to ensure high quality programming for students.
Effective schools develop and implement a comprehensive yet relatively simple set of
financial planning strategies to measure the school’s financial performance, to plan for
the future, to provide a strong reserve position and to communicate transparently to all
constituents the financial position of the school.
The critical components of effective financial planning include:
•
•
•

research based viability plan,
defined standards of best practice financial planning,
a three to five-year strategic financial plan that is connected to the school’s vision
and strategic plan

For more information on
Financial Reserves, see
Appendix N.
Independent School
Management group has
developed strategic
financial planning processes
and document which can
serve as a model for AISA
schools.

Schools must also adopt reporting strategies that are simple to understand yet provide
comprehensive data for reporting and monitoring financial performance.

Research based Viability Planning/Standards of
Practice
Schools can benefit greatly from aligning their current financial planning with research
based standards that guide assessment of the school’s financial health. School
administration should review relevant research to propose a series of standards or
benchmarks that can serve to measure the school’s overall health. One noted source of
this information is the Independent School Management Group’s (ISM) position paper on
financial stability markers and viability planning for the school.
Standards of particular importance include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reserve position of the school presented as a percentage of annual operating
budget; this includes emergency and operational reserves; some schools may
also wish to develop a capital reserve fund.
professional development funding also as a percentage of annual operating
budget
annual incremental tuition levels
enrolment in excess of capacity
employee compensation programmes
fund raising (when applicable)
rolling long term plan in a five or seven years financial planning time frame.
14
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Financial Benchmarking
The administration and Board have the responsibility not only to plan for and measure the
financial success of the school but also to develop a series of financial standards or
benchmarks that define in practical terms what comprises a sound financial position for
the school in its specific setting and locale. These standards or benchmarks become the
measuring tool to guide the administration and board in assessing the overall health of
the school and in setting annual financial goals and objectives to meet each standard.

See Appendix K for a sample
of Board adopted financial
benchmarks or standards.

It is now common practice for schools to develop some means of comparison of the
school’s financial position and performance against similar schools in Africa. These
benchmarks play an important role in determining the school’s competitive position in
regard to a series of indicators including tuition and fees, compensation packages,
recruiting of faculty as well as in overall financial position of the school. The administration
and Board should annually review the school’s status in comparison to the school’s
established benchmarks and adjust accordingly.

Financial Reporting and Data Dashboards
In addition to the format for developing and reporting on the annual budget, the
administration should develop a reporting tool that tracks the school’s financial position
against each of the established standards and benchmarks adopted by the Board of
Trustees. Many schools around the world have developed a data dashboard to serve this
purpose. A number of AISA schools as well as the AISA office have worked with Interactive
Data Partners to develop and implement dashboards that organize and track not only
financial data but also school performance metrics across various domains. The data
dashboard is discussed in section four.

Strategic Financial Plan: Process and Product
Effective financial planning consists of three major elements:
•
•
•

annual budget development based on research standards,
strategies to ensure the school builds and maintains a strong reserve position for
unexpected circumstances
a long term strategic financial plan (five to seven years).

Most schools excel at developing their annual budget through well-developed
procedures that have been successful in their community.
For many reasons, too often schools fail to pan for and maintain a strong reserve position.
The administration and Board have the responsibility to establish and maintain revenue
streams to ensure the reserve position of the school can withstand unexpected
circumstances that will demand resources beyond the annual budget.
Independent School Management Group recommends that the school reserve position
should be 15 – 20 % of the annual operating budget. Strategies that need careful attention
include liquidity and investment balance, policy adherence when using financial reserves
and plans to renew a depleted reserve position in as immediate a time frame as possible.
Failing to provide a strong reserve position places at risk the sustainability of the school
programmes and perhaps even the school’s survival in the long term. See Appendix M.
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The development of a long term strategic financial plan relieves the Board and administration from annually trying
to adjust the school’s financial position year to year. The long term financial plan sets annual tuition levels based
on assumptions connected to all expense lines of the annual budget. Additionally, the long term financial plan
provides for additional funding to support costs that are needed to accomplish initiatives that are called for by
the vision document of the school. It is essential that the school plan for the funding necessary to accomplish
goals and outcomes allocated to each year of the strategic vision of the school.

Essential Financial Policy Positions
The Board Policy Manual defines the expectations for Board oversight for the financial stewardship of the school’s
resources. The financial section of the policy manual should include the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

financial planning,
spending guidelines and authority,
banking and accounts,
investment parameters,
audit,
asset management,
risk management,
legal and tax compliance,
fees and collection/refund of fees,
payroll and office processes,
procurement processes,
internal control

In addition, the Board should adopt in policy, research based financial standards and benchmarks and stability
markers that ensure the school reserve position for the school.

Strategic Financial
Planning and
Accountability
o
o
o
o

Agree to research based stability markers for school
Assess financial position based on high level data aligned with board approved stability
markers
Achieve financial goals annually (balanced budget) and through multi-year planning
(reserve position
Assure school’s standing through benchmarking against alike schools in region.
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SECTION FOUR: MEASUREMENT & DATA
MANAGEMENT
Effective schools engage actively in comprehensive yet time efficient programmes
to measure growth and achievement of the school vision and the long-range goals
and objectives related to all aspects of the school’s operations. Similarly, effective
schools implement comprehensive assessment and evaluation programmes that
are research based and that demonstrate student success; these assessment
measures are used to provide relevant and specific information to guide curricular
and extracurricular programme development.

Measurement and Assessment of Programmes and
Performance
The school administration is responsible for developing varied means and tools to assess
performance and describe the school’s progress toward stated goals. In doing so, the
administration and Board should adopt a series of high level measurements and data
points that provide the board and community with accurate, clear and compelling
information of the school’s performance and progress. This set of data points allows the
Board to meet its responsibility for oversight of school programmes and will help prevent
micro-management by the Board. Administration should communicate this information
widely in order to give Board and community members confidence in the progress and
performance of the school.
The overall school assessment programme focuses on a series of high-level, actionable
data points that can be tracked over time and can be communicated in straight forward
and easily understandable terms. What is of most importance is that careful thought and
research go into determining the data points that will be measured and that the Board
and administration agree to these indicators.

Assessment Benchmarks
In developing its assessment programme the school should establish a series of indicators
that serve to measure performance across a variety of areas; these indicators should be
designed so that they can be tracked over time. The school administration should
propose to the Board the indicators for each area to be measured and the means by
which the data will be gathered. The indicators often include indicators for the academic
and extracurricular programmes, financial viability data, enrolment information and may
include student and faculty profile information. The indicators should reflect research of
effective schools, regional comparisons when appropriate and specific goals and
objectives of the school.

Collecting and Managing Data
As mentioned earlier, Interactive Data Partners has worked with a number of AISA schools
in setting up school assessment programmes, designing a dashboard and scorecard
formats and assisting in the development of assessment tools. Comprehensive data
collection demands careful thinking and reflection beforehand so that the tools
developed will provide the kind of information sought.
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A common practice is to develop a dashboard or score card that contains the agreed to data points and provides
relevant information to all constituents. One means of organizing this information is to develop a viability
scorecard which tracks financial and other operational information and a separate academic or programme
scorecard which tracks various measures of the curricular and extracurricular programmes including
standardized test scores, college placement, participation in school activity programmes, constituent survey
programmes, analysis of curricular information, among others.
Best practice suggests that the school employ multiple data points for each indicator and have a means to confirm
data points against other measures. For example, in assessing the effectiveness of after school activities,
information gathered from parent surveys might also be compared to student and staff survey information and
quantitative data that measures actual participation.

Reporting to Internal & External Constituencies
In addition to implementing a comprehensive approach to measurement and assessment, the school needs also
to have a well-developed communication plan to disseminate the information. It is important to note that not all
data is for public consumption, thus, the administration of the school should consider what information is
reported to the parent community and made available to the community at large, what information is reported
to the Board in the normal course of Board work and what data is for internal use by the school administration
as the school seeks to continually improve.
In many cases the data gathered about the success of students in academics, college placement, student success
and participation in the breadth of the school programmes should be celebrated with students, staff and parents.
This information can easily be designed and formatted to serve as excellent marketing materials for the school.
Internal data such as personnel information, enrolment trends, financial information, should be used to ensure
the school maintains a high-quality programme and remains in a strong financial position but may not always be
communicated publicly.
The school should develop a multi-faceted communication plan that is implemented throughout the school year.
Common practice in this regard includes regularly scheduled and publicized formal reports at Board meetings
such as IB results or standardized test analysis, Board and admin open forums or coffee mornings, focus group
conversations to engage with parents in order to explain and discuss the assessment programme and specific
data. In many cases the school website is used to provide updates, publish the school profile, report out on
findings of a specific matter or even host a high level data dashboard for internal community access. Most schools
publish and Annual Report, either electronically or hard copy. This report serves to bring together in a coherent
and concise manner the components of the school comprehensive assessment programme and to celebrate the
school’s achievement and standing.

A Note of Caution
Measurement and assessment of schools is not an easy matter. Assessment tools by design often need to include
qualitative measurements. If not purposeful, schools can spend inordinate amounts of time gathering data that,
while interesting to know, does not result in school improvement or programme development. A good rule of
thumb is to apply the filter that the most useful and practical data results in actions that can be taken based on
the data. High level, actionable data across multiple domains results in focused school improvement planning.
It is also important to note that the process and procedures for gathering data must be a manageable task in
terms of time and effort of school personnel who are charged with this responsibility. Individual schools do not
have the resources to engage in full time research, however, with careful thought in developing a comprehensive
assessment and measurement programme schools can and must use data to inform and improve school
programmes and practice.
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SECTION FIVE: PERSONNEL
The single most important factor in school effectiveness is the expertise,
experience, continued learning, dedication and personal attributes of the
individuals employed by the school who daily bear the responsibility to deliver
exemplary service in all aspects of the schools programmes and operations.
Effective schools have well developed personnel systems, policies and procedures that
guide all aspects of employee and human resource programmes. Many AISA schools
employ highly skilled and experienced Personnel Directors or Human Resource Directors
to design and implement a comprehensive personnel programme, however, not all AISA
schools have a full complement of administrators and in some cases, due to the size of
the school, the personnel function is conducted by the Head of School or is shared with
the Business Manager or Finance Director of the school. In all cases it is important to
ensure a strong and vibrant personnel function of the school.

Personnel Manual
A comprehensive personnel programme is essential to the school’s overall success of the
school. In order to provide continuity and consistency of the school’s personnel function
the school should develop a Personnel Manual to guide all personnel actions. The
Personnel Manual should include relevant board policy and supporting administrative
procedures to define all aspects of the personnel services. The Personnel Manual is
sometimes included as a section of the overall Operations Manual or is a complementary
document.
The Personnel Manual should include, but is not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

written job descriptions for all school roles that are updated regularly
labour relations procedures including negotiating principles
staff evaluation procedures and documents
template of contracts for each position in the school
processes to ensure staff welfare
clear description of communication procedures and protocols
grievance procedure
professional development plan and procedures and implementation guidelines
for all school employees
established practices for the recruitment, selection, hiring of school employees
new employee induction programme
leave procedures
payroll and payment procedures
procedures for confidential files and record keeping
visa, work permit, residency procedures for expatriate staff
salary and benefits and terms and conditions of employment
disciplinary and probations processes and procedures including personnel
involved in hearings and all negotiated agreements.
Developing and maintaining a current and comprehensive Personnel Manual is
essential to ensure continuity of personnel decisions and actions, transparency
in personnel matters, and positive morale in the school organization.
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•

The Personnel Manual should be reviewed annually and updated in real time
based on any decisions that affect personnel processes and procedures. A
meaningful and fruitful task is for school Personnel or Human Resource persons
to share personnel procedures with other schools so as to provide a broad base
of practices that can inform individual school personnel programmes adapted to
each locale.

Record Keeping
Another important element of the personnel programme is exceptional record keeping to
ensure all deadlines and contractual obligations are met as well as to connect with the
finance/business office to implement payroll accurately and efficiently. Schools often use
some version of integrated software packages to accomplish this task. In addition, the
Personnel Director must develop a system or series of data bases to track internal office
responsibilities, to maintain accurate and up to date personnel information and to ensure
accountability and accuracy of each individual employee confidential file.

Recruitment
Employing and supporting a highly trained and experienced staff is a key role of the
personnel function of the school. Effective schools have in place a well-developed
recruitment programme for all openings that may occur. This programme provides
continuity of practice yet is also adapted to the specific requirements of the position to
be filled. It is essential that all recruitment and hiring practices are open and transparent
to the staff and community and engage a number of staff members as appropriate in the
hiring process.
The employee recruitment programme is rooted in detailed and technical job descriptions
that describe the role and expectations for the position, list a series of responsibilities for
the position and state the qualifications needed to fill the position. The recruitment
process should include public position announcements in accordance with personnel
policy, in screening of all applicants without prejudice, personal interviews for qualified
candidates and demand a thorough criminal background and reference checks including
police clearance and personal references to ensure child protection standards are met.

See the AISA Child
Protection Handbook,
Section 1: Screening for
more information on best
practice recruitment
processes.
Download this resource at:
www.aisa.or.ke/resourcing
/child-protection

Upon selection and hiring to fill the position(s), a well-developed orientation and induction
programme is implemented to ensure a positive transition experience for the new staff
member. Schools are encouraged to review the research on transition and induction of
new employees. Systematic attention to the orientation and induction programmes will
have a positive effect not only on short term success of the new employee but also on job
satisfaction and retention of the staff member.

Professional Development Programmes
Continued learning and professional development is the responsibility of the school
administration and falls within the purview of the Personnel department. A
comprehensive professional development programme must be multi-faceted in order to
engage all staff members. The programme will employ a variety of strategies that are
aligned with the desired outcome and will focus on three levels of learning and transfer
of knowledge and skills to the job function. These three levels are: awareness, knowledge
acquisition and skill development and finally transfer to implementation in the classroom
or other role. A multi-faceted professional development programme will combine job –
embedded onsite professional development with and between peers to promote skill
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development and transfer, consultants to raise awareness and introduce specific foci, various external workshops
and training programmes as well as graduate level courses. Attention and understanding needs to be given to
the career stages of employees so that a variety and multi-leveled programme will positively impact the broadest
range of school employees.

Professional Development/Support for Personnel and Human
Resource Directors
The personnel function of the school is critical to the overall success of the school organization however too often
this role and function is relegated to a second tier of administrative priority. Effective schools provide for ongoing
training and support for the school Personnel department. In addition to formal training programmes and
workshops, networking with other personnel directors provides a support system as well as expanded expertise
needed to manage the multi-faceted responsibilities of the personnel function.

Competence,
Comprehensiveness,
Consistency
o
o
o
o

Comprehensive Personnel Manual is bedrock of consistency in implementing
Personnel Processes and Procedures
Comprehensive Record Keeping is essential; set up and manage spread sheets
for all employ information
Consistent recruiting practices should engage candidates, involve referees, and
include background checks
Complete recruiting process with thorough and innovative orientation and
induction programs
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SECTION SIX: COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The on-going success and viability of the school is greatly enhanced by a successful
approach to community engagement that nurtures relationships with both the
school community and the greater community at large.
While an individual parent’s engagement within the school community will vary greatly,
parent satisfaction with and connection to the school is critical. Effective schools
recognize and plan for the importance of developing communication strategies and
practices to promote a positive partnership with parents. Similarly, the school is wise to
strategically engage with the larger community in the host city and country in order to
promote and maintain a positive, successful presence of the school as a valued and
contributing member of the community at large.

Communication Plan and Protocols
The school administration should develop a written communication plan that defines
and aligns the philosophy and purposes of various communication strategies, with the
individual communication tools the school uses to communicate to all constituencies.
The communication plan and protocols should be contained either in a section of the
school Operations Manual and should emanate from written Board Communication
Policy with supporting administrative procedures. In order for communication to be
effective, the community needs to have clarity about the means through which the
school communicates and the purpose of each communication tool.
Effective schools must adapt with changing technology and be adept in using a wide
variety of tools to communicate a timely and consistent message. The image and
perceptions drawn about the school are easily shaped in the current media environment.
Schools need to define clearly and communicate widely the kinds of communication, the
nature of the information and the frequency of the communication to be delivered.
The Board policy sets the standard for communication practices of the school and
authorizes the Head of School or designee and Board Chair as the only official
spokespersons of the school.
The school Communication Plan provides and overview of the various venues and tools
the school uses to communicate with parents. The communication protocols define
clearly who is responsible for what forms of communication as well as providing and
overview schedule of which communication strategies are implemented on a regular
basis.
School administrators should publish and distribute the school communication plan and
protocols annually so that parents know how and when the school will communicate
with them. This document should make clear which types of communication will be
delivered to the constituents (emails, texts messages, other materials sent to parents)
and which information parents must go and get from the school website and/or parent
portal. Schools also have to make a point that effective communication is a two – way
proposition and parents have an obligation to make an effort to stay well informed about
the school.
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Varied Venues for Communication
A well-developed communication strategy will include multiple tools and strategies that fall under two general
areas: written communication and oral or first-hand communication.
Written communication now must include, in addition to regular school communications and marketing materials
that the school produces, careful and timely attention to the use of social media platforms. It is important for the
school to decide on which social media platforms it will use and to connect parents to those platforms to receive
regular communication from the school for specific categories of information.
For instance:
•
•
•
•

Facebook might be used to communicate and publish event information, pictures of athletic and arts
performance and to connect with alumni.
SMS texts might be used for immediate emergency communication as a first response to provide
guidance to parents, staff and students. SMS texts can also be used as reminders of important upcoming
events such as board elections, PTO meetings etc.
Twitter might be used to initiate topical information or to connect informally with the community.
The school website can be used to promote the school, to recruit families and faculty and to keep a
positive presence of the school in the greater community. Within the school website a protected parent
portal can be used to conduct school business, re-enrolment, access to information directories, etc.

With such a wide array of written communication tools, the school must be clear about the purpose and use for
each communication tool and must dedicate personnel resources to ensure written communication is published
in a timely manner, avoids any contradiction and is accurate in all accounts.
The age old axiom that the best form of marketing is word of mouth plays an important role in school
communication programmes. Personal interaction with community members is still the most effective means of
communicating the school’s message. A variety of such opportunities include: regularly scheduled Board
meetings, Parent Forums to explain specific topics or issues, monthly PTO meetings, administrator hosted focus
groups or evening sessions and annual community meetings all serve the purpose of engaging in personal ways
with parents.
The role of teachers and staff members in the school communication plan and strategies must not be overlooked.
Independent School Management group also emphasizes the important role teachers and staff play in
communicating the school message. Parents have the most interactions with their child’s teacher and as such
often view teachers as the most trusted source of information about all things related to the school. It is
important that administrators communicate well with all school personnel so that staff members have an
understanding of specific issues when they arise and can provide consistent and supporting messages about the
school.

Formalized Feedback Systems
Part of the communication plan of the school should provide for two-way communication and opportunities for
communities to listen to each other. On the individual level, this begins with an open-door policy of school
personnel but also includes channelling individuals to the correct level of the school communication chain. It is
important for the school to solicit meaningful and timely information about the school; to do so schools need to
develop a formalized system for feedback. More formalized opportunities need to be provided as well; these
opportunities often take to form of question and answer forums, PTO meetings, parent information sessions,
curriculum meetings, community event and implementation of a survey programme.
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Emergency Communication
The school must establish a specific strategy for communicating with students, staff and parents in an emergency.
This strategy should employ more than one means of communication. To ensure reliability of the emergency
communication plan, the school should implement tests of the system on a quarterly basis.

Clarity of
Communication
o
o
o

o

Develop and communicate widely the communication plan and protocols the
school employs
Manage Social Media through the school website
Always focus on “word of mouth” as high leverage value: parent
conversations, mobilizing teachers and staff members to promote the
conversation
Formalized feedback systems should be developed and implemented over
time.
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SECTION SEVEN: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
PLAN/ACCREDITATION
Much as international schools seek to foster for students a path of continuous
progress in their learning, so too must a school have a clear path for continuous
school improvement in all of its programmes.
The core purpose and core values of the school are to provide for effective and engaging learning experiences
for all members of the community; the school must seek to systematically continue to improve its programmes
and performance. For the student-centered curricular and extracurricular programmes of the school, the
accreditation process and protocols provide an important impetus and a set of standards of practice for
continuous school improvement. As a membership requirement, all AISA schools must be accredited by an AISA
approved accreditation body; this requirement of accreditation ensures that AISA schools are meeting externally
set standards of excellence at their schools.

Integrated School Improvement Plan
Effective schools develop an integrated school improvement plan that guides the school’s annual goals and
objectives and aligns with accreditation requirements and recommendations and with the school’s strategic
vision and outcomes. In some cases, schools must also align with programme evaluation recommendations and
requirements from external entities such as the International Baccalaureate Organization.
Bringing together standards of practice from multiple sources is a challenge and can at times lead to repetitious
and unnecessary efforts. To avoid this happening schools benefit from taking time to reflect on the requirements,
overall standards and specific tasks from these multiple sources (accreditation standards, school vision statement
and outcomes, IB and other organizations requirements) and to find areas of overlap and commonality. An
integrated, school improvement plan brings together both similar and disparate standards and requirements into
an overarching plan that articulates strategies and tasks that meet multiple requirements. In creating a written
plan that integrates the many and various goals and recommendations helps to eliminate duplication and
streamline key objectives to ensure the annual goals of the school and the school improvement initiatives
undertaken are connected to the external requirements of accreditation agencies.
This integrated school improvement plan is developed to be implemented over a multi-year time frame (usually
aligned with the accreditation and/or IB evaluation cycle). It often will include graphic organizers such as tables,
flow charts, even data bases that align school improvement objectives and actions with the external standards,
recommendations and requirements. The plan should also include evidence of progress or final accomplishment
of each school improvement initiative, thereby providing “in real time” the evidence to be provided at the time
of the next external review.
A well-developed school improvement plan of this nature takes a good deal of time and effort to create upfront,
however, this effort is rewarded by providing a clear and prioritized annual plan as well as providing evidence of
achievement that will serve to meet the standards of the external review from the accreditation agency and other
external organizations.

Data Collection
The proof of the pudding is in the eating or in the case of an integrated school improvement plan it is in the
demonstration of addressing recommendations, standards and requirements successfully. For this reason, it is
important to develop assessment and measurement instruments as part of the overall strategic plan and aligned
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with requirements of external agencies. As mentioned earlier, the data to be collected and the benchmarks for
success should be organized into a reporting tool such as a scorecard or dashboard.
Recognizing the complexity of schools as organizations and that some aspects of school service and success are
not easily measured quantitatively, it is important that the school improvement plan metrics use a variety of
approaches. At the time of setting the objectives to be achieved in the various components of the school
improvement plan, consideration needs to be given as to the evidence that will be collected to assess that the
objective has been met. A specific space to record evidence to record the assessment results should be a part of
the integrated school improvement plan when it is designed. This inclusion of data and evidence gathering as
part of the annual work of the plan ensure the required evidence can be easily accessed for reporting purposes
both the community and to the external agencies.

Professional Development and School Improvement Planning
and Funding
Effective schools recognize the critical importance of a multi-year, comprehensive and integrated school
improvement plan. The school needs to provide resources for the development of the plan as well as for the
continued improvement of school programmes and performance. The school administration, based on the
objectives within the school improvement plan, should align professional development programming and funding
to meet these objectives and should support staff in professional development activities of this priority. Similarly,
at the outset, the school must allocate time and personnel to create a well-developed school improvement plan.
This may involve providing financial support for consultant services or training programmes for individual
administrators in order to ensure high quality planning processes with a vibrant and actionable integrated school
improvement plan being the result. Again, this is an area where investment upfront will pay off many fold over
the years of the plan.

School
Improvement Plan
& Accreditation
o
o
o

Integrated School Improvement Plan connects the dots: long range goals
of school with external agencies to ensure continuous progress in all areas
School Improvement is based on data collection of agreed to metrics for
both academic programs and various operations of the school.
Professional Development programs need to include staff as well as faculty
and must align with goals of the school as well as individual aspirations of
employees.
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SECTION EIGHT: COMPREHENSIVE CHILD
PROTECTION PROGRAM
In recent years AISA has provided significant leadership in promoting the issue of child
protection in international schools. The AISA Child Protection Handbook is a seminal
document that has been widely circulated and implemented in schools across the globe.
This handbook serves as a “how to” guide for international school leaders in establishing
a comprehensive child protection programme in their schools. The handbook provides
a wide range of information and important research to promote a deep understanding
of the issue of child protection. The handbook includes information on policy, procedure
and programme development, provides a number of sample materials as well as links to
relevant resources, including sample lesson plans and communication templates that
can be used to implement a comprehensive child protection programme.
This ground-breaking work was accomplished as part of the AISA Strategic Plan and
through the efforts of the Child Protection Working Group that was formed for the
express purpose of developing child protection programmes specific to the international
school sector. In additional the AISA Child Protection Handbook, the Working Group has
developed specific training modules to support AISA administrators, counsellors and
teachers as they implement their child protection programme. These training modules
are focused on: policy development and procedures, K-12 curriculum development and
implementation, engaging and teaching the parent community, connecting with local
resources by forming a community based multi-disciplinary team, Adult Education for
teachers and staff, contracted staff, parents, Board members etc.
AISA has served as a vanguard organization in providing leadership to international
schools around the world. The AISA Child Protection Handbook has been recognized by
school leaders as a critical resource in their efforts to either begin or further develop the
child protection programme in their schools and communities. At this point in time,
accreditation agencies have revised their protocols to include standards and practices
to ensure Child Protection Programmes are in place at all schools accredited by the
various accreditation agencies. By extension, all AISA schools must develop and
implement a comprehensive child protection programme at their school.
International school administrators and other school leaders should be knowledgeable
about all aspects of this programme and should be actively engaged in the programme
implementation. To this end all school leaders need to review the breadth of
information contained in the handbook and required by the standards of practice
school’s accreditation agency. As a matter of brevity, an overview of the key
components of a comprehensive child protection programme are described below.

Comprehensive Child Protection Programme
Putting in place a comprehensive child protection programme takes a good deal of time
and effort as well as a significant amount of awareness raising within the school
community as a whole and especially with all school employees, contracted staff and
volunteers. Administrative support is essential in this effort and begins with an engaged
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and committed Head of School who demonstrates support openly and works side by side with staff members
who implement the school’s child protection programme.

Components of a Comprehensive Child Protection Programme
There are four major components, eight specific areas of accountability and two essential structures that make
up a comprehensive child protection programme. These components are presented in great detail in the AISA
Child Protection Handbook along with information and resources on developing and implementing these
components.

Four Major Components of Comprehensive Child Protection
Programmes at AISA schools
1. Policy and Procedures including mandated reporting
2. K-12 Curriculum that is age appropriate at each grade level and engages students in lessons to empower
students with skills and understanding to keep them safe
3. Adult Education modules to include parent engagement, professional development for personnel who
have specific responsibility, specific and annual training for all staff, contracted staff and adult volunteers
4. Multi-disciplinary Team that connects the school to local resources and social service agencies as well as
establishes a network of international schools within the local setting. See Appendix Q for detailed
description of Multi-Disciplinary Teams and steps to be taken to form a multi-disciplinary team in your
community.

Eight Areas of Accountability of a Comprehensive Child
Protection Programme
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Policy and Procedures
Hiring Practices to include screening and criminal background checks for all employees
Code of Conduct for all staff
Education: age appropriate curriculum for all students, adult education for all staff, contracted staff,
parents and volunteers
Child Protection teams with defined roles, responsibilities and action calendar for implementation of
child protection programme
Community based Multi-Disciplinary Team
Community based partnerships
Measurement of programme impact to include self-audit, accreditation compliance, supporting forms
to ensure documentation related to policy, procedures and case management.

Two Essential Structures of Comprehensive Child Protection
Programmes at AISA schools
1. School Based Child Protection Team. The purpose of the school based child protection team is to ensure
a comprehensive child protection programme is in place and to monitor implementation of the
programme on an annual basis.
This team is formed by the Head of School; membership should include head of school, at least one
building principal, counsellors from each division, school nurse and representative teachers. This team
should meet at least twice a year, but quarterly is better. The team monitors implementation by
following self-audit checklist and calendar of activities, reviews case management when appropriate,
recommends changes or further development of the programme.
2. The Child Protection Case Management Team. The case management is formed by the Head of School
when an instance of suspected abuse is reported. The membership of the case management team is
determined by the nature of the suspected case of abuse, however, in almost all cases will include, the
individual making the report of suspected abuse, school counsellor(s), school nurse, respective
administrator(s) and possibly the Human Resources Director.
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Depending on the specifics of the case the team will include local resource persons and will consider
the need for a multi-disciplinary team meeting. The purpose of this team is to ensure the safety of the
child first and foremost and to manage the handling of the case moving forward.
Effective schools recognize the importance of taking proactive positions and action to implement a
comprehensive child protection programme in their community and to be well prepared in advance to handle a
case of suspected or actual abuse.

Expand your
expertise through
Multi-Disciplinary
Teams (MDTs)
o
o
o
o

Develop relationships with local resource professionals in your city
Know who to call and how they can help before your school faces an instance
of child abuse
Assign an individual to plan for programs that engage and involve local
professionals in your child protection program
Develop a network with other international schools in your city or area
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SECTION NINE: FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Effective Schools adopt a strategic approach to facilities management and insure
there are in place immediate, mid-term and long-term plans and financial
resources to provide the necessary facilities to support the school’s programmes
for the community.
A strategic approach to facilities planning and management begins with a current and future master facilities
plan. The current master plan includes maintenance planning that provides accurate information on the current
status of all facilities and major equipment. This current master plan provides both detailed and high-level data
to establish realistic repair, renewal and replacement cycles for all facilities, major equipment and furniture
fittings of the plant.

Facilities Master Plan
The school should retain a professional architect to develop a facilities master plan that details all aspects of the
school’s facilities and description of all related factors of the campus including access to the location of the school
and vehicle and pedestrian traffic patterns that impact functioning of all school programmes and operations. The
facilities master plan should include all pertinent information to describe the current state of the facilities and to
project a schedule for facility development (repair, renew, replacement cycles.) The master plan should include
data bases that record all aspects of repair and replacement responsibilities and track the usage and condition
of all major equipment, furniture and fittings and other components of the school buildings (roof, windows,
doors, etc).
The facilities master plan should also provide a vision for what the next iteration of school facilities will be. This
usually is in the form of a high-level concept design that inspires the community to ensure high quality facilities
are provided to support the future of the school. Based on this concept design, the Board and administration of
the school are guided in developing and funding long term facility development for the school community.

Maintenance and Repair, Renewal and Replacement Planning
It is important for the financial stability of the school to have a well-developed maintenance, renewal and
replacement plan in place. This plan should be linked to the overall facilities master plan as well as the annual
budget and the rolling strategic financial plan of the school. There is always the potential of unexpected events
such as natural disaster or major incidents such as fire or explosion. Such unexpected expenses should be viewed
as extraordinary and as such give reason for the school to maintain a capital reserve fund as a contingency to the
facility plan.
The Facilities Maintenance Plan identifies and schedules routine maintenance that must take place on an annual
basis. This plan accounts for such items as scheduled painting both interior and exterior and smaller capital
projects. Some examples might include: upgrade to walkways, doors, windows, minor roof repairs, interior
fixtures etc. The maintenance of school facilities has an established cost center and is funded annually according
to this plan.
The Facilities Renewal Plan identifies specific plant needs that are not addressed on an annual basis but can be
anticipated on a projected scheduled based on the estimated wear and tear of the facility. Some examples might
include: repaving school parking lots on a rotating schedule, major landscaping projects, reconditioning of major
equipment to extend life of the equipment before scheduled replacement, patching sections of gym floor, welldeveloped athletic field renewal and rest cycles, theatre seating restoration, upgrade of theatre lighting, large
scale maintenance climate control equipment, etc.
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The Facilities Replacement Plan creates a systematic replacement schedule for major
equipment, furniture, vehicles, and other large budget items. This plan is essential to
ensure continuity of service from the physical plant and to maintain quality environment
for students and staff. Some examples might include: vehicle replacement cycle based
on age and use, generator replacement plan based on use and manufacturer
recommendations, replacement of major climate control equipment based on use or to
improve energy efficiency, furniture replacement plan for classrooms, lab, libraries and
other spaces, athletic filed re-seeding or replacement of artificial turf, playground(s)
equipment replacement cycle, etc.

Facilities Personnel
Most schools have in place a trained facilities manager who supervises and directs
support staff, usually skilled technicians/artisans, to implement the maintenance, repair,
renewal and replacement cycles of the school. Schools also contract professional service
companies to provide a variety of services such as security, food services, transportation,
cleaning, landscaping and other related services. Individual schools must determine
which services will be outsourced and which will be assigned to in-house support staff
personnel.

Contracted vs. Support Staff Facilities Personnel
Factors such as cost effectiveness and availability of professional and reliable service
companies must be considered to balance the requirements of the community for high
level services at a manageable cost.

Security Programme
Additional emphasis on security is a reality for all AISA schools. In most cases AISA schools
contract security services to a local provider with proven experience in security and
familiarity with the school environment. Schools strive to implement the right balance
between maintaining a relatively open and welcoming physical environment while also
implementing best security practices in areas such as campus access, emergency drills
and procedures, off site learning experiences, health and personal safety among others.
In many cases the security programme of the school falls under the purview of the school
facility manager who works closely with the head of school. In smaller AISA schools the
security programme is developed and implemented by the head of school with assistance
from identified support staff personnel. In almost all cases the schools collaborate
actively with the security personnel and offices of various embassies. The Office of
Overseas Schools of the US State Department has conducted extensive research into the
security needs of international schools and has produced a number of security
handbooks which serve as good resources for security planning and programme
development.
The school security programme should detail policy, procedures and plans minimally in
the following major sectors:
•
•

Detailed Board Policy defining the breadth of the school’s security programmes
and responsibilities
Security plans and practices for securing the physical plant during and after
school hours and on all holidays
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•
•
•
•
•

Detailed emergency planning document with synopsis documents available to all members of the
community and posted in every classroom of the school along with evacuation maps
Implementation of a series of scheduled drills as defined in emergency planning document
Emergency communication systems that are practices at scheduled intervals throughout the school year
Proactive collaboration with local emergency services and personnel: police, fire department,
government ministries as appropriate, embassy personnel and departments.
Security plans for securing all school information technology data including all school records and related
information as well as adequate firewall for internet security.

Organizing the
unpredictable:
scope of Facilities
Management
o
o
o
o

A facilities master plan is the foundation of all facilities and services planning
Professional consultants offer objectivity as well as expertise in planning
processes
Repair, renovation and renewal schedules allow for financial planning to
ensure financial resources are available when needed
Security planning should engage professionals in their field
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS CHECKLIST
SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS CHECKLIST
SECTION ONE: Governance

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

Mission and Vision Statements are in place

Board Policy Manual
Principles of Best Practice are adopted in Board Policy
Strategic Board Evaluation is research and standards based
Head of School Evaluation is research and standards based
Strategic or Long Range Plan guides actions of administration
Strategic Financial Plan aligns with research based financial
standards and with long range goals of school
Board Profile is published annually
Board Succession Planning Chart list when positions are open
and guides succession planning
Oversight metrics for viability factors and academic program
Code of Conduct signed annually
Conflict of Interest Statement signed annually
SECTION TWO: Planning
Engagement of community in strategic or long-range planning
Strategic or viability plan for internal use aligns with agreed to
metrics using high level data as indicators
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS CHECKLIST
Emergency Planning is well developed and communicated to all
stakeholders
Board communication plan and protocols guide all school
communication
SECTION THREE: Secure Financial Position

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

Research based financial stability markers adopted
Assess financial position based on high level data aligned with
board approved stability markers
Evidence that financial goals are achieved annually as
evidenced by a balanced budget and through multi-year
planning to ensure strong reserve position
Financial Plan includes benchmarking against like schools
SECTION FOUR: Measurement and Data Management
Systems in place for data management, analysis and collection
align approved performance indicators
Data dashboard or spreadsheets organize data and measure
trends over time.
Academic measures and performance indicators adopted
collaboratively with Board to provide oversight metrics
SECTION FIVE: Personnel
Personnel Manual includes processes and procedures to ensure
consistency and continuity
Comprehensive record keeping manages spread sheets for all
employee information
Consistent recruiting practices are thorough and meet child
protection responsibilities
Written orientation and induction programs support new
employees as they transition to the school
SECTION SIX: Community Engagement

Board adopts communication program and protocols
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SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS CHECKLIST
Communication plan and protocols are widely
communicated and understood by all
stakeholders
School web site and social media programs are central to
communication efforts
Formalized feedback program includes survey
instruments, focus groups and face to face
communication
SECTION SEVEN: School Improvement/Accreditation

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

IN
PLACE

NOT IN
PLACE

IN
PROGRESS

NOTES

Integrated School Improvement Plan connects the dots: long
range goals of school with external agencies to ensure
continuous progress in all areas
Data collection employs agreed to metrics to
measure progress according to adopted metrics
Professional Development plan is funded and
supports all categories of employees
SECTION EIGHT: Comprehensive Child Protection Program

Multi-Disciplinary Team works with school
Child Protection Program includes: policy and
procedures, K-12 curriculum, adult learning and multidisciplinary team
School established Child Protection Management Team
and Child Protection Case Management Team
Child Protection Network of other international schools in
the city or region
Child Protection officer or related leadership structure

SECTION NINE: Facilities Management
Formal Master Facilities Plan is developed by outside
expert
Repair, Renewal and Replacement Plan ensures schedule of
major facilities needs
Comprehensive security program and planning engages
local resource experts
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APPENDICES
The Appendices included in this School Effectiveness Framework are intended to provide convenient access to a
sample of resources that support the implementation of many of the aspects of the ideas presented in this
handbook. These resources are suggested as starting points rather than end points however each of the sample
resources have been used successfully in a variety of international school settings by the author. Taken as a
whole, these articles and sample documents should not be viewed as a blue print to be copied and implemented
at each AISA school but rather as resources to stimulate thought and to promote best practice as adapted and
adopted by the administration and Board at each individual school setting.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The following organizations are recommended as high quality and research based sources for the use of AISA
heads of schools.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AISA Resource Bank
o Association of International Schools of Africa
www.AISA.ke.or
Independent School Management Group
o Independent School Management
1316 North Union Street
Wilmington, DE 19806
Telephone: 302-656-4944 • Fax: 302-656-0647
Web site: isminc.com/bookstore • E-mail: bookstore@isminc.com
Interactive Data Partners:
o Brian Bedrick
Managing Director, Interactive Data Partners
www.interactivedatapartners.com
brian@interactivedatapartners.com
Lincoln Community School, Accra, Ghana
o www.lincoln.edu.gh
National Association of Independent Schools
o www.nais.org
For list of NAIS books: 800-793-6701;301-396-5911
NAIS Principles of Best Practice; ISBN For Trustee Handbook, Eight Edition, ISBN 1 – 893021 – 55 - 6
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LIST OF APPENDICES
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.

AISA Code of Governance
NAIS Principles of Best Practice
Board Profile (ISM) Sample Board Profile Document (Lincoln Community School, Accra Ghana)
Sample Code of Ethics/Conduct and Conflict of Interest Documents (Lincoln Community School, Accra
Ghana)
Sample Strategic Board Assessment and Strategic Board Evaluation Tool
Samples of Board Policy Manual Table of Contents (Edited from Various Policy Manuals)
Sample Operations Table of Contents
Long Range Strategic Planning
AISA Emergency Planning Handbook
Stability Markers
Sample Board Approved Financial Benchmarks/Standards
Financial Dashboard Screen
Cash Reserves: Stability and Opportunity
Strategic Financial Planning
Viability Indicators
Sample Table of Contents for Personnel Manual
AISA Multi-Disciplinary Team Handbook
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Appendix A: AISA Code of Governance
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Appendix B: NAIS Principles of Best Practice
The following Principles of Good Practice are set forth to provide a common perspective on the responsibilities
of independent school boards. The board and the head work in partnership in fulfilling these principles.
1.

The board adopts a clear statement of the school's mission, vision, and strategic goals and establishes
policies and plans consistent with this statement

2.

The board reviews and maintains appropriate bylaws that conform to legal requirements, including duties
of loyalty, obedience, and care.

3.

The board assures that the school and the board operate in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations, minimizing exposure to legal action. The board creates a conflict of interest policy that is
reviewed with, and signed by, individual trustees annually.

4.

The board accepts accountability for both the financial stability and the financial future of the institution,
engaging in strategic financial planning, assuming primary responsibility for the preservation of capital
assets and endowments, overseeing operating budgets, and participating actively in fund raising.

5.

The board selects, supports, nurtures, evaluates, and sets appropriate compensation for the head of
school.

6.

The board recognizes that its primary work and focus are long-range and strategic.

7.

The board undertakes formal strategic planning on a periodic basis, sets annual goals related to the plan,
and conducts annual written evaluations for the school, the head of school, and the board itself.

8.

The board keeps full and accurate records of its meetings, committees, and policies and communicates
its decisions widely, while keeping its deliberations confidential.

9.

Board composition reflects the strategic expertise, resources, and perspectives (past, present, future)
needed to achieve the mission and strategic objectives of the school.

10.

The board works to ensure all its members are actively involved in the work of the board and its
committees.

11.

As leader of the school community, the board engages proactively with the head of school in cultivating
and maintaining good relations with school constituents as well as the broader community and exhibits
best practices relevant to equity and justice.

12.

The board is committed to a program of professional development that includes annual new trustee
orientation, ongoing trustee education and evaluation, and board leadership succession planning.
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Appendix C: Board Profile Article and Document
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Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a
year, addresses emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new
strategies and cutting-edge research. ©2017 Independent School Management. Web: isminc.com Email:
ism@isminc.com
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Exemplar: Lincoln Community School Board Member Profile
February 2014
Term: Two years
Scope of Responsibilities:
The LCS Board of Trustees is the governing body of LCS, serving in a broad oversight capacity. The Board of
Trustees is responsible for: ensuring the financial health of the school; hiring and supervising the Head of
School; developing and approving broad policies; and ensuring the school’s longevity into the future. Individual
Board members make a commitment to attend meetings of the full Board as well as one or more Board
Committees. Members are expected to prepare for meetings by reading the necessary documents, and to
participate fully in the meetings by contributing both a voice and vote to Board deliberations. Individual Board
members do not have authority except as a member of the Board during convened Board meetings. The LCS
Constitution requires that any elected Board Member must have a child enrolled as a student at LCS at the time
of the election.
Seeking a Balanced Board Profile:
The Board of Trustees seeks individuals to provide policy leadership during an exciting time of continued
development and transition for the school, in line with the vision of the community. With this in mind, the
Board seeks interested and qualified candidates, particularly those who have expertise in any of the following
areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering, construction, and architecture
Finance/Investment management, particularly as relates to large scale projects
Fundraising
Management, governance and strategic planning
Government Relations in Ghana
Ghanaian business/institutional environment

The Board of Trustees seeks to maintain a Trustee profile that reflects the diversity of our community.
Other Desirable Qualities of Lincoln Trustees:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrated collaboration skills and an Ability to work in a multicultural environment
Willingness to make the necessary time commitment
Wisdom
A sense of humour
Proven team player
Ability and willingness to think strategically

Board Code of Conduct:
Serving on the LCS Board of Trustees requires a commitment by members to abide by the Code of Conduct,
which is detailed in the Candidate Orientation Booklet.
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Appendix D: Sample Code of Ethics and Conflict
of Interest Documents
(LINCOLN COMMUNITY SCHOOL)
LCS Board of Trustees - Annual Conflict of Interest Disclosure and Agreement
Trustees are appointed or elected to serve LCS and all its constituencies. The men and women who accept this
position are expected to carry out their duties in a manner that inspires and ensures the confidence of the school
and the broader community.
Trustees shall exercise the utmost good faith in all transactions touching upon their duties to the school and its
property. They shall not use their positions as Board members, or knowledge gained therefrom, so that a
conflict might arise between the school’s interest and that of any individual Trustee.
A conflict of interest arises in any situation in which a Trustee (and his/her immediate family) is involved in an
activity that could adversely affect his/her judgment with respect to the business of the school, or otherwise
diminish the interest of the school.

I, _____________________________, have read and understood the Board Policy on Conflict of Interest and have read and
agreed with the preamble above. I have fully disclosed any potential conflicts of interest, below, that might affect the
objectivity of my judgment, perceived or real, in Board deliberations for the ____________ school year.* During the school
year I agree to bring to the Board’s attention any potential conflicts of interest that might be relevant to a particular
deliberation, and will normally recuse myself from that discussion and decision.
______________________________
(signature)

Potential conflicts of interest related to fee decisions:
This information will not require the Trustee to recuse him/herself from fee deliberations, but it is a reminder
that each board member has an implicit conflict in such decisions if any fees are paid by the family.
•

______ My child(ren)’s fees are paid entirely by my family.

•

______ My child(ren)’s fees are partly paid by an organization, and partly by my family.
(Please provide details of the breakdown and the name of the organization:
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

•

______ My child(ren)’s fees are paid in full by an organization: ( ___________________ )
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Other potential conflicts of interest:

•

Businesses in which I, or any family members, have an interest or in which I/they work or serve:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

•

Non-profit organizations with which I, or any family members, are involved:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

•

Government agencies with which I, or any family members, interact in the course of our work:
____________________________
___________________________
____________________________

___________________________

* This form is to be completed and signed by Board members at the beginning of each school year, including resigning by returning board members.
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Appendix E: Sample Board Evaluation Tool
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Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a
year, addresses emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new
strategies and cutting-edge research. ©2017 Independent School Management. Web: isminc.com Email:
ism@isminc.com
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Appendix F: Samples of Board Policy Manual
Table of Contents
(LINCOLN COMMUNITY SCHOOL)
1.0
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
1.10 School Legal Status
1.20 Board of Trustees Legal Status
1.30 Legal Status of Head of School

6.0
FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT
6.10 Role of the Relevant Bodies in Financial
Oversight
6.20 Financial Planning
6.30 Bank and Internal Accounts
6.40 Spending Guidelines and Authority
6.50 Investment Parameters
6.60 Audits
6.70 Asset Management
6.80 Risk Management
6.90 Fees
6.100 Fee Collection Dates
6.110 Payroll & Other Finance Office Procedures
6.120 Tax Compliance

2 .0
BOARD
2.10 Board Ethics
2.20 School Board organization
2.30 Board Meetings
2.40 Board Policies
3.0
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
3.10 Mission; Aims; Beliefs; Vision
3.20 Curriculum
3.30 School Calendar
3.40 Class Size

7.0
FACILITIES
7.10 Buildings and Grounds
7.20 Facility Use
7.30 Environmental Considerations on Campus
7.40 Emergency or Temporary Closings
7.50 Long-term Closure of School (6 days or more)
for Reasons of Force Majeure:
7.60 School Vehicles

4.0
STUDENTS
4.10 Admissions and Placement
4.20 Alcohol, Tobacco, and Substance Abuse
4.30 Other Pupil Concerns
5.0
PERSONNEL
5.10 Equal Opportunity
5.20 Responsibility for Personnel Decisions
5.30 Contracts and Employment
5.40 Head of School’s Duties, Compensation and
Contract
5.50 Evaluation of faculty and staff
5.60 Compensation
5.70 Overseas-hire and Local-hire teachers
5.80 Professional Development
5.90 Grievances
5.100 Disciplinary Actions
5.110 Visas and Work permits
5.120 Personnel Records
5.130 Job Descriptions
5.140 Force Majeure

8.0
INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS
8.10 Host Government Relations
8.20 US Office of Overseas Schools
8.30 Accreditation
8.40 Other organizations and Associations
8.50 School to School Partnerships
9.0
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS
9.10 School-Community Relations Goals
9.20 School-Community Media
9.30 Community Involvement in Decision Making
9.40 Fundraising
9.50 Parent Teacher Organization (PTO)
9.60 Student Organizations
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Appendix G: Sample Operations Manual Table of
Contents
(LINCOLN COMMUNITY SCHOOL)
1
Introduction
1.1 Purpose
1.2 Making Changes to the Manual
1.3 Procedure for Revision
1.4 Record of Changes
1.5 Organizational Chart

5
Human Resources
5.1 Statement of Objectives
5.2 Positions in the Department
5.3 Scope of Responsibilities
5.4 Recruitment ,Selection and Hiring
5.5 Induction and Orientation
5.6 Probation for Support and Maintenance Staff
5.7 Staff Benefits and Conditions of Service
5.8 Termination of Staff Contract
5.9 Staff Absences and Leave Procedures
5.10 Employee Payment and Payroll Procedures
5.11 Evaluation and Assessment of Staff
5.12 Record Keeping , visas, work permits and
residency permits
5.13 Action Calendars

2
Finance and Business Department
2.1 Statement of Objectives
2.2 Positions in the Department
2.3 Scope of Responsibilities
2.4 Finance Procedures
2.5 Billing and Revenue Procedures
2.6 Billing Procedure
2.7 Budget Procedures
2.8 Specific Functions of the Finance and Business
Office
2.9 Accounting Procedures Manual
2.10 Petty Cash Payment
2.11 Management of Fixed Assets
2.12 Policy for the Discarding or Selling Used
School Assets
2.13 Inventory Control
2.14 Financial Reporting

6
Transportation Department
6.1 Statement of Objectives
6.2 Positions in the Department
6.3 Scope of Responsibilities
6.4 LCS Vehicle Maintenance Procedures
6.5 Guidelines for Employees who are Provided
With a Vehicle to Use In the Course of Work
6.6 Procedure for Request for Use of School
Vehicles for Unofficial Purposes
6.7 Vehicle Refueling Procedure
6.8 Bus Program Procedures

3
Procurement Unit
3.1 Statement of Objectives
3.2 Positions in the Department
3.3 Scope of Responsibilities
3.4 General Procurement Role
3.5 Procurement Procedures
3.6 Contracts for Works and Services
3.7 Contracting Procedures
3.8 Action Calendars

7
Technology Department
7.1 Statement of Objectives
7.2 Positions in the Department
7.3 Scope of Responsibilities
7.4 IT Department Procedures
7.5 IT Inventory Management
7.6 Design and Maintain IT Network and System
Infrastructure
7.7 Implement, Maintain and Support School
Management System
7.8 Procedure for Maintaining backup system to
allow data recovery
7.9 Unified threat management (UTM) over the use
Computers, Network, Internet and Emails
Procedures

4
Operations and Facilities and Security
Office
4.1 Statement of Objectives
4.2 Positions in the Department
4.3 Scope of Responsibilities
4.4 Maintenance Procedures
4.5 Security Procedures
4.6 Facilities Usage Procedures
4.7 Policy on Using School Property and Equipment
4.8 Action Calendars
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Appendix H: Long Range Strategic Planning
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Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a year, addresses
emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new strategies and cutting-edge research.
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Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a
year, addresses emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new
strategies and cutting-edge research. ©2017 Independent School Management. Web: isminc.com Email:
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Appendix I: Office of Overseas Schools
Emergency Handbook
Access to Office of Overseas Schools Emergency Handbook is with permission only.
Please contact director@aisa.or.ke for more details
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Appendix J: Stability Markers

Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a year, addresses
emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new strategies and cutting-edge research.
©2017 Independent School Management. Web: isminc.com Email:
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Appendix K: Sample Board Approved Financial
Benchmarks
(LINCOLN COMMUNITY SCHOOL)
The benchmarks listed below also serve as performance indicators to be monitored by the Finance Committee
of the Board. These benchmarks can serve to meet the board responsibility of strategic oversight and can help
the board and administration agree to level of information to be provided to the full board.
It is recommended that the board and administration should develop a set of financial indicators such as these
and that once approved the financial benchmarks should be adopted in Board Policy with appropriate
administration procedure to indicate the process for reporting to the Finance Committee and Board through
the course of a school year.
Finance Benchmarks/Performance Indicators
1. The school will maintain cash reserve position equivalent to 20% of the annual operating budget.
2. The school will annually approve a balanced budget and a fee structure whereby operating costs are
covered by tuition fees.
3. The school will develop and annually review a rolling seven year financial plan.
4. The school will annually fund the school program through hard income including fees and interest
income.
5. The school will annually fund professional development programs in the amount equivalent to 1.5% 3.0 % of the operating budget.
6. The school faculty salaries will be in the top quartile of benchmark schools in AISA.
7. The school will strive to achieve an enrollment position where demand is more than seat capacity K –
12.
8. The school will implement a consistent donor cultivation program through the Advancement Office.
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Appendix L: Financial Dashboard
(INTERACTIVE DATA PARTNERS)

Used with Permission - Interactive Data Partners
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Appendix M: Cash Reserves: Stability and
Opportunity

Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a year, addresses
emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new strategies and cutting-edge research.
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Appendix N: Strategic Financial Planning
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Reprinted with permission from Independent School Management. Ideas & Perspectives, published 16 times a year, addresses
emerging trends and leadership challenges in private-independent schools, providing new strategies and cutting-edge research.
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Used with Permission - Interactive Data Partners

Appendix O: Viability Indicators
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Appendix P: Sample Table of Contents for
Personnel Manual
(LINCOLN COMMUNITY SCHOOL)
Section 1: Introduction
Mission
Vision Statement
Educational Aims Board Policy
IB Learner Profile
Section 2: Personnel
Recruitment, Selection and Hiring
Introduction
Permanent worker
• Fixed Term /Contract worker
• Non-permanent
• Consultants
Induction and Orientation
• Probation for Support and Maintenance Staff
• Staff Benefits and Conditions of Service
• Overseas Hire Teachers Handbook
• Local Hire Teachers Handbook
• Support Staff Handbook
Termination of Staff Contract
Teachers:
• According to Board Policy (6.609 Dismissal and Non-Renewal of Contract),
Support Staff:
• According to Board Policy (6.609 Dismissal and Non-Renewal of Contract)
• Please note the school may have a negotiated bargaining agreement that defines process and
procedures for termination of contract
Staff Absences and Leave Procedures
Approval of Staff Absences
• Process for Granting Annual Leave for Support Staff
• Payment of Annual Leave Benefits
• Sickness Absence
• Procedure for Reporting Sickness Absence
• Maternity leave
Adoption leave
Other Types of Leave
•
•
•
•

Personal Leave
Compassionate Leave – Teachers
Compassionate Leave- Support Staff
Recruitment Leave - Teachers

Procedure for Requesting Types of Leave
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Employee Payment and Payroll Procedures
Payment of Salaries and Employee Related Benefits
Payment for Other Contractual Employee Related Expenses/Costs
Evaluation and Assessment of Staff
Administrator Performance Appraisals
Performance Evaluation of Administrative Support and Maintenance Personnel
Performance Evaluation of Teaching Staff and Teaching Assistants
Code of conduct
Professional Conduct: belief statement
Behavior Expectations
Child Protection Policy.
• Insert School Child Protection Policy here
• For detailed information on the Convention on the Rights of Child see the following link:
http://www.unicef.org/crc/index_30160.html
•
• Follow link to teachers child protection form
• Follow link to code of conduct and child protection for Casual workers
• Follow link to code of conduct and child protection for Contract workers
School Day
Dress Code
Section 3: Financial and Non-Financial Interests
Tutoring for pay
Additional “outside “employment
Hospitality and Gifts
Religious Beliefs and Holidays
Celebrations
Finance
Petty Cash Request Procedure
Payment System
Payment for In-budget Expenses
• Making the Request
• Approval
• Receiving Payment
Procurement/ Purchasing
Procedure for Local Non-Inventory Purchasing
Categories of Local Purchases
Procedures for General Purchasing
Forms and Vouchers
Section 4: Health
HIV/AIDS Policy
Communicable Disease Policy
Section 5: Facilities Procedures
Requesting maintenance work
Facilities and Maintenance Requests
• Procedure to Request for Work Order Maintenance
• Housing Requests for maintenance
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Requesting materials, Supplies and Contracting for services
Emergency Procedures reference emergency procedures manual
Fire Drills Procedures
Guidelines and Procedures for Access and Student Security
• General Expectations
• Arrival and Access
• Internal Access to campus
Facilities Usage Procedures
Procedure for requesting to schedule an activity or to use school facilities
Use of Facilities by Outsiders
Procedure for requesting the Use of LCS Facilities by Outsiders
Policy on Using School Property and Equipment
• Use of School Property off Campus
• Responsible Use of School Property
• Loss or Damage of School Property
• Return of Borrowed Equipment
• Guidelines for Employees who are provided with a Vehicle to Use In the Course of Work
• Procedure for Request for Use of School Vehicles for Unofficial Purposes
Section 6: Instructional Technology Procedures (IT)
Technology Request Procedure
Support Audio Visual Installations for Classrooms and School Sponsored Activities
Requisition process for A. V. support.
School Festivals such as the International Festival Day (IFD) and Community Bazaars
SECTION 7: Advancement/Admission Office
Admission
Admission process
• International Applicants
• Local Transfer Applicants
• Re-enrolment process
• Withdrawal/Recommendation process:
• Submitting transcripts to other schools:
• Admission annual events
• Orientation Day for new families (August
and January)
• New Transition Family coffee morning
(October)
• Tours of Campus
• Communication
• Use of SMS notification
• Protocol for teachers on sending out email
announcements to parents
• Photography on campus
• Use of Student Images, Artwork, and
Media

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Protocol for submitting news stories to
school on-line and hard copy publications
Social Media Guidelines
Protecting confidential information on
Social Media
Handling press enquiries
Respecting the school brand, use of the
logo
Personal vs official opinions
Corporate and Government Relations
Alumni Relations
Fundraising
General Fundraising policy
Student Fundraising
Annual Fundraising
Endorsement of outside businesses
PTO
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Appendix Q: AISA Multi-Disciplinary Team
Handbook

Building & Using

Multidisciplinary
Teams for AISA

Schools
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About AISA
The Association of International Schools in Africa (AISA), established in 1969, is a non-profit education association
supporting the professional learning and school improvement strategies of international schools on the continent of
Africa. Based in Nairobi, Kenya, AISA offers a professional learning programme specifically designed to meet the
unique needs of our diverse member school community. AISA also offers a number of supplementary programmes,
scholarships and facilitates collaboration among member schools to advance school effectiveness and improve
student learning.
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Introduction
International schools need to understand and adhere to laws and regulations of the host country in developing
and implementing child protection procedures. Developing formal and informal working relationships at
different levels with host country authorities are important steps that schools may have to take to implement
an effective child protection program.
International schools are not islands. An optimal safe environment requires the cooperation, collaboration and
support of the entire community, including the local governmental and non-governmental agencies in place to
protect children and advocate for their needs. Furthermore, it may be obligatory and necessary to work with
local statutory agencies to deal with child protection issues and problems. It will be important for international
school administrators to be aware of and be in contact with, the agencies and institutions in their host
country/city that have roles and responsibilities regarding children's issues. The following are some of the
government and nongovernmental bodies that your school should contact and collaborate with in terms of
developing and implementing school based child protection programs.
•
•
•
•
•

The police
Hospitals
The courts and lawyers
The Children’s Department(s), Embassies and other Government agencies
Nongovernmental agencies (UNICEF, ISPCAN, etc.)

Forming an MDT around your school can help remove the isolation, insularity and fear of the issue that often
exists in our expatriate communities. Forming an MDT before you begin the process of designing your internal
child protection policy and practices could guide you to:

1.

Know the law and what it means for your community (such as age of responsibility, laws that conflict with
laws in your country that might include freedom of speech, freedom of association or sexuality).

2.

Know how to report when the law is broken (some common concerns include language, culture, economic
issues (condition of government services vs home of parent offender), skills, process

3.

Know how to seek assistance from the law for suspected cases of child abuse and neglect (CAN) (have
access to an English speaking third-party trained forensic investigator)

4.

Know how each of the embassies of your foreign students could help or respond in cases of abuse or
suspected abuse (get resources from these countries in case you need to report serious cases to the
home-of-record, understand the limitations of diplomatic immunity)

5.

Know how to seek assistance from child welfare authority (custody of child when abuse in the home,
foster-care from expat community, authority to mandate counselling, oversight of the case (supporting
and watching the offender))

6.

Know what services are available for child victims of CAN and domestic violence (DV) (often other expat
resources, yet must be willing to work with authority for relevant cases, know where are the boundaries
between what your school counselor can and should do and what needs to be referred out)

7.

Know medical sources for medico-legal concerns (certain hospitals could have trained medical forensic
doctors or nurses)

The multidisciplinary team (MDT) is an advisory/consultative team that provides advice by meeting on a
regularly scheduled basis or as needed. The multidisciplinary team will not provide direct services or face-toface contact with families. They will offer support and advice to professionals who refer cases to them. The
advisory team will note their advisory status in their appointing documents and descriptive literature. The
multidisciplinary team is established to deal only with the specific issue of child abuse reported within affiliated
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schools and must be authorized by the Head of School or Board to function in this capacity for the school
community.
For schools in countries with strong child protection systems in place, the MDT helps local authority understand
the unique characteristics of our expatriate community. For schools with weak or no child protection systems in
place, the MDT can be a conduit to authority that does exist or be an alternative to legal or social authority to
mandate help for children, parents and alleged offenders in difficult cases. The MDT aims to:
•
•
•
•

Expand the school’s resources in areas the school lacks resources (such as social workers, police officers,
forensic interviewers)
Engage qualified trained professionals in your host country who can assist you when you have a
complicated case
Help the school to consider what steps to take in a variety of cases
Protect a child while they are in school and work with parents to help keep the child safe outside of
school

Scenarios
Domestic violence. Foreign father and mother have physical fights. Children are traumatized. School insists that
parents have counselling but this stops after 3 times. Children’s traumatized behaviour returns. Now what?
Attempted suicide. School suspects sexual abuse by father. Now what?
Physical Abuse. A diplomatic mother whips her daughter and rubs chili powder into the wounds. The city’s Social
Services Department and the police were notified and the school called a meeting with them. Because the family
had diplomatic passports, the parents were out of reach of the law. Now what?

Research Based Frameworks
For more information, see: http://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/cb/pii_ttap_framework.pdf
https://www.dcp.wa.gov.au/Resources/Documents/Policies%20and%20Frameworks/SignsOfSafetyFramework2011.p
df

Using Save the Children framework, a national child protection system consists of:
•
•
•
•
•

laws and policies that protect children from abuse, neglect, exploitation, and violence and respond in
the best interests of the child when violations occur,
a central government coordination mechanism for child protection, which brings together central
government departments, different provinces, central and local levels of government and civil society,
effective regulation and monitoring at all levels, for example in childcare institutions and schools,
a committed workforce with relevant competencies and mandates,
mechanisms that bring perpetrators to justice.

In addition, a functioning child protection system should be informed by children’s views and experiences and
strengthens families in the care and protection of their children. It connects child and family support
mechanisms in the community with child-friendly services at all levels. These are regulated by quality standards
and delivered by the government or accredited social agencies.
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Members of an MDT
A detailed list of multidisciplinary team members and their roles can be found in the AISA Child Protection
Handbook in Section 4.
Generally, a MDT consists of a medical representative, social worker / community counsellor representative,
psychiatrist or psychologist, law enforcement representative, attorney, educator, school counsellor, and the
school point person/facilitator. Team members must understand exactly what expertise they are expected to
bring to the team process. They also need to understand the professional roles of other team members.
The facilitator, from your school, is the one to maintain relationships with individual members, and will
schedule meetings, provide access to parking, food, snacks, and other possible assistance such as taxi fares for
certain members.
All members of the MDT have to agree to a confidentiality statement and code of conduct that makes explicit
what information will be shared regarding outcomes and actions.

Khartoum International Community School has developed very good relations with UNICEF's Head of Child
Protection in Khartoum who has invited the school’s counsellor to join a Khartoum wide multidisciplinary child
protection team who meet every other month. The team is made up of locals, expats, NGOs, UN and
government agency representatives. KICS offered their facilities free of charge to host any child protection
team meetings or events in the city in order to maximise our multidisciplinary team learning in the city and to
raise our child protection profile at KICS.
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Guidelines for Establishing an MDT
It is best to establish relationships in advance and in a proactive manner rather than have a first interaction
with a host country agency occur during a time of crisis or need. School administrators and counsellors are well
served to visit host country agencies and ministries as well as to host at your school courtesy “get acquainted”
meetings with various host country resource personnel. Consider the MDT before even developing school
policy so that they can advise in the creation of the school policy.

1.

Begin by finding someone from your school community to take the lead to establish the MDT. This person is
the facilitator of the meetings and maintains relationships. It is suggested that this “point person” ideally
would be a host country national (i.e. parent, other school personnel), and/or partner with a counsellor or
administrator. This would ensure stability and continuity in the transient nature of International Schools.
The challenge when finding a facilitator is that this networking could take a great deal of time, which most
school personnel don’t have outside of their classroom or regular tasks.

2.

To find possible MDT members, begin with your community. Find people with appropriate skills or contacts
to other professionals from the list above. Make as long a list as possible.

3.

Meet with each of the candidates personally to assess their willingness and suitability:

4.

a.

do they have the time for periodic meetings, especially in cases of the unlikely emergency when the
team must come together immediately;

b.

do they have the appropriate professional skills and experience (do lawyers know local child
protection laws; do social workers know local child protection policies and practices; do doctors know
child abuse forensic issues; do counsellors have experience and expertise in child abuse and family
counselling);

c.

do they work well with groups to avoid hierarchy of professions; d) do they have an objective
relationship with the schools and/or child and family.

Set up an initial meeting. The agenda for the initial meeting would include introductions, members sharing
their skills and knowledge in child protection, how the MDT would operate, note-taking, confidentiality,
venues for meetings, communication, and commitment for time and meetings. A mock-case could be used
for discussion. Additionally, this meeting will serve as an orientation on school policies as per the core
competencies below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY - agree to collective and shared responsibility of the community.
CHILD PROTECTION TEAM - will know the school’s child protection team to include their roles and
responsibilities;
POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND REPORTING - will understand the school’s child protection policies and
procedures and each member’s requirement for reporting
DEFINITIONS AND SIGNS - share the school’s definitions and signs of child abuse and neglect;
NATURE OF STUDENT COMMUNITY - will have an understanding of the nature of local and expatriate
children and their specific areas of vulnerability;
EDUCATION - share child protection education program at the school.
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Establishing an MDT

School MDT Facilitator is established

Facilitator researches and reaches out to
community members to be part of the MDT with
the following roles: Social Worker, Medical
Professional, psychiatrist or psychologist, law
enforcement, lawyer, educator, school
counsellor

Meet with each individual candidate to assess
suitability, willingness, and availability

Set up initial Meeting Agenda: Share Skills,
knowledge, how to operate, note taking,
confidentiality, communication, time
commitment, school orientation/induction
based on core competencies

Team reconvenes periodically

Facilitator can call the MDT as crises
arise to consult with the School
Based Response Team
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Activating an MDT Meeting
The school-based Child Protection Team, together with the counsellor, will determine if a meeting needs to be
called.
In our schools there are generally three types of categories of allegations. Only the serious cases, Category C, go
to the MDT.
Category A –

Category B –

Category C -

Most cases will be handled by
school counsellors:

Some cases will be referred to
outside resources:

Cases reported for investigation
and outside resources:

* Student relationships with peers

* Mental health issues such as
depression, psychosis,
dissociation, suicide ideation

* Severe and ongoing physical,
emotional and sexual abuse or
neglect

* Parenting skills related to
disciplining children at home
* Student-parent relationships
* Mental health issues such as
depression, low self-esteem,
grieving

When a case needs consultation, the school facilitator/point person will convene the team, inviting all members
of the MDT to attend and discuss.
In cases of urgent, complex emergency, the school child protection team may decide to call individual members
for consultation.
During the team meeting, the school will present their case based on their case study format. The case manager
will be the person presenting the case (usually the school counsellor), who will document all recommendations
and report back to the MDT for follow-up when needed. It is best to keep the meeting no longer than 90 minutes
and provide snacks.

After the MDT gives advice:
•
•

Schools can expect continued conversations between agencies and MDT members regarding the
outcomes of decisions and action taken.
School-based Child Protection Teams can decide on a case-by-case basis to follow the recommendation
of the MDT. However, in cases of law, schools must follow what the law says.

•
Other considerations:
Many schools have strong connections to Embassies:
•
•
•
•

understand the issue of diplomatic immunity, its limitations and boundaries
know what services they can provide and to whom, how to report to them, how to access help, how to
get feedback about action, could they be a part of the MDT
establish the point person role at the embassy, such as the embassy doctor or regional security officer
to maintain ongoing relationship
Sometimes the child may do better when taken out of the home but local institutions in some countries
are not good places for our students. The MDT could help guide your discussion, in particular to partner
with the family to make agreements about where the child could stay. In these cases it is best for the
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MDT to oversee the placement. However, sometimes the school has to let it go and turn the case over
to local authority, dictated by the laws under which we are obligated to work.
Connecting with local authorities and reporting to law is a way to support parents to make behaviour change.
Resistance, lack of empathy, cognitive distortions, levels of stress, and rationalization will block behaviour change
counselling, thus maintaining and continuing their behaviour through increasing threats and other forms of
manipulation. For the children of these parents, outside authority is needed to intervene through some form of
law enforcement venue. It is important to remember that parents need to feel that they are befriended and
supported from us in schools, rather than feeling punished. That is our role.
If you are still resisting basing your child protection policy and practices on local law and setting up a
multidisciplinary team, here are the limitations if you do NOT use legal sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Cannot report to other schools
Cannot report to other countries
Cannot report to licensing boards
Cannot report to ISS
Cannot protect other students
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WHO ARE THE RESOURCES IN MY SCHOOL’S COMMUNITY TO BUILD A
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM?

LEGAL

LAW ENFORCEMENT

SOCIAL WORK

MEDICAL

PSYCHOLGIST/COUNSELOR

EDUCATOR
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